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CHICAGO'S method for expressway planning is unique in that we are 
the first public works planning body in the United States to mobilize 

and coordinate various professional disciplines systematically in order 
to arrive at recommendations for an alignment location and a highway 
design. In addition, for the Crosstown Expressway, members of Fed
eral, state, county, and city governments have cooperated to form a 
single committee - the Cross Lown Study Group - which includes rep
resentatives not ordinarily included in planning from the time of 
preliminary study thl'Ough completion of a1l expressway. The Cross
town Study Group's interdisciplinary committee members include the 
following: 

U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration 
Illinois Division of Highways 
Cook County Highway Department 
The City of Chicago's 

Department of Development and Planning 
Department of Public Works 
Department of Streets and Sanitation 
Department of Urban Renewal 
Department of Water and Sewers 
Mayor's Committee fo~ Economic and Cultural Development 

Chicago Transit Authority 
Chicago Area Transportation Study 
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Northeastern Tllinois Planning Commission Crosstown Associates, a 
joint venture of Skidmore, Owings and Merrill; C. F. Murphy 
Associates; Howanl, N1;?eclles, Tammen and Bergendoff; and West
enhoff and Novick, Inc. 

In a<ldition, the following agencies contributed ideas and suggestions, 
as well as reviews, of several aspects of the Crosstown Expressway 
study: 

Chicago Board of Junior College District #508 
Chicago Board of Education 
Chicago Park District 
Chicago Housing Authority 
Chicago Dwellings Association 
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development 
U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Aviation Administration 

Design Concept Team 

A circumferential boulevard of monumental scale for Chicago was first 
envisioned in the broad concepts of the renowned Burnham Plan of 
1909. One of Hs purposes was " ... to divert from the center, traffic 
not having its objective point in the central area." Since then, a circum
ferential roadway has been an integral part of all the plans of Chicago. 

At prP.Rrmt. Chic;;6 11's transportation network contains o series of 
radial routes that converge slightly to the west of the central business 
district. The proposed highway, which in recent years has been termed 
the Crosstown Expressway, would run north and south at the western 
edge of the city, connecting the vai'ious arms of the existing network 
and easing the demand on these radial routes. The Chicago Area Trans
portation Study of 1962 recommended Lhat Lhe location of the Cross
town Expressway be fixed in the general region of Cicero Avenue, and 
in 1964 this routing wcis incorporated into the basic policies statement 
of the official ComprL ive Plan of Chicago. 

A more definitive ru.t_ ysis of the needs and character of the Cross
town Expressway was completed in 1966, when a transportation advis
ory group composed of representatives of the State of Illinois, County 
of Cook, and the City of Chicago, prepared a pioneering study of 
various locations and designs for the expresswav, giving special empha
si:; Lu nontraffic considerations and explorin6 new possibilities for 
improving relocation and land planning associated with its concepts. 
This interagency team demonstrated the desirability of comprehensive 
pJrurning for highways. 

The general location for the Crosstown Expressway was selected 
Lhrough study of traffic congestion on arterial streets in the area, daily 
trip computation to determine the traffic-attracting power of the Loop, 
and a survey of existing roadway facilities. Once the need for a corri
dor across town was established, Creighton's Theory for Optimum 
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Spacing of Expressways was applied to establish specific alternatives 
of corridor location. The Cicero A venue corridor was clearly in the 
area of greatest street deficiency. The Cicero corridor was equidistant 
between the hub of the radial expressway routes and the Illinois Toll
way bypass route in the western environs of the city. Because of its 
location, an expressway in this corridor could connect directly to the 
Ede11s Expressway in the vicinity of the existing Edens-Kennedy junc
tion near the northwest boundary of Chicago. It would also provide a 
direct connection between O'Hare and Midway, the city's two principal 
airports. The Cicero corridor clearly emerged as the priority area for 
detailed alignment investigations. 

At present, traffic volumes in the Cicero corridor are heavy, with 
about 30,000 vehicles a clay on Cicero, 20,000 on Archer Avenue, and 
16,000 on 55th, 47th and 63rd streets. In addition, local streets are 
forced to carry heavy employee and truck traffic related to the sur
rounding industries. This environmental conflict may in some measure 
be responsible for the incomplete development of residential areas, 
where scattered vacant lots are common. 

Initial proposals for the Crosstown Expressway were announced 
during December 1965 and January 1966. At this time, an alignment 
along the belt railway was proposed. This alignment was to be con
structed as an 8-lane facility elevated for much of its length on struc
tures built on air rights. Proposals for the alignment served a useful 
purpose in establishing the general route and in clarifying the urban 
goals for a detailed alignment with regard to the environment through 
which it passes. 

Though not the optimum solution, the alignment selected was a 
satisfactory proposal al1d one that reflected Chicago's concern for social 
and human values. At the time of this recommendation, the Bureau of 
Public Roads guidelines for joint development (first defined in "A Con
cept for the Joint Development of Freeways and Other Urban Facilities" 
by F. C. Turner, December 2, 1966) were not available to the Crosstown 
study team. Because of the serious concern of Chicago and other urban 
centers for the co·nse.quences of existing Bureau of Public Roads design 
and land acquisition policies, the Bureau issued its joint development 
proposals and recommended a restudy of the Crosstown Expressway. 
New studies were therefore essential to determine how joint develop
ment concepts could be specifically applied to the proposed alignment. 

In October 1967, the Crosstown Design Team was formed as a 
professional consultant to the Crosstown Study Group on the design 
of the Crosstown Expressway and related joint development. Cross
town Design Team's staff was composed of civil engineers, st\·uctural 
engineers, traffic analysts, architects, landscape architects, urban de
signers, city planners, sociologists, urban geographers, economists, 
applied mathematicians, lawyers, and market analysts. This staff of 
experts has grown to over 100 persons since the team's initiation. On 
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August 16, 1968, all of the professional consultants working on this 
project were merged into "Crosstown Associates." 

Because of the recent reactivation of Midway Airport, one of 
Chicago's two most import;rnt airports, it was determined that the 
priority section of the Crosstown Expressway should connect Midway 
Airport with the Stevenson Expressway to the north and the Dan Ryan 
Expressway to the east. Crosstown Design Team's work began with 
studies to select the best possible alignment, both in terms of engineer
ing and of joint development potential, within this priority section of 
the Cicero Avenue corridor. 

Procedures and Evaluation Criteria 

Three viewpoints, or categories, constituted the framework of our 
study. Each of the three had its own set of objectives and criteria. and 
each was treated separately in analysis. While relative values or 
weights were given to the individual criteria in each of the three cate
gories, with respect to one another, alignments were rated with respect 
to each category separa tely. Thus, if one alignment emerged as the 
best in all three categories , it obviously would be the besl solution. 

The category of engin ering aspec ts included crlteria for co nsider
ing all technical and economic requirements of the e~pressway facility 
itself in its primary purpose of moving people and goods mar safely, 
rapidly, anrl effir:iPntly, and evaluating alternative o.lignment3 to other 
transportation facilities. 

The category of community impact analyzed community groups 
on ethnic, religious, and political bases and considered the number of 
people and business establishments that would be directly dislocated 
by the alternative alignments . 

The survey of demographic and population data investigated such 
aspects as the displacement of schools, churches, and parks; and the 
splitting of districts: school districts, fire districts, and police distrir.ts. 
For the purpose of community analysis, distinc tions w ere made be
tween the highly neighborhood-orien ted groce ry or drugslo~·e and the 
more sector-oriented concerns such as th motel, or lhe used~ca r lot. 

The population is composed p 1•i1 a ri.ly of families with an average 
of four persons per family. Most people own their own houses; about 
20 percent rent homes or apartments. Monthly housing expenses aver
age about $130 for both owners and renters and the mean family in
come is just under $10,000 per year. The area is almost exclusively 
white, except for the public housing area, which is almost entirely 
nonwhite. 

The third category, potential land use improvements, explored 
opportunities presented by the alternative alignments as a possible 
catalyst for achieving desirable objectives - a means of linking the 
community as it is to an image of what it might ideally be. Chicago's 
basic policy requires that "transportation facilities should be used as 
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Proposed Chicago Crosstown Expressway /rom Stevenson Expressway to 
67th Street. The depressed freeway is a split alignment located between 
the Belt Line railroad and Cicero Avenue. Desi n teams were created to 
consider engineering, economic and social impacts of several alternative 
routings. 
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positive factors in improving Chicago's communities and in establishing 
the future form of the city." 

Having thus establi shed o framework fnr the study, these three 
categori es were then r lated toil p1·oc ss of analysis. Decause the study 
group was to consider all alignm "lll possibilities, the method of ana lysis 
had to function as a deductiv . pro .ess of elimination. Three sequent ial 
levels of analysis (general, intermediate, and deta iled) were decided 
on as best able to accomplish Lhis process of elimination . 

At the general level of analysis, all proposed alignments in the 
Crosstown Study corridor (there were severa l dozen) wer considered 
in the broadest context with respect to th city as a whole and t he 
communities involved. Comparative evaluations of each alignnuml 
were made. Thus, each of the alternatives was given a ra ting wilh 
respect to the criteria for lhe enginee ring aspec ts category. 

Concurrently, and in a similar manner, but entirely independently, 
each of the sociological, economic, and city planning fac tors were rated 
in their respective categories of im pact on xist ing comm uniti es and 
potential land use improvemen Ls. FinaJJy, findings were brought to
gether and compared. If w e were hop ing for a decisive consensus in 
favor of a single alignment at the general level of ana lysis, we were 
disappointed. Six routes received ac eptab1e ratings in all thl'ee cate
gories. The pro's and con's of these six might be listed as follows: 

Combined Alignment 
PRO: Low industrial displacement. 
CON: High residential displacement, prevents Midway Airport 

expansion. 

Belt Line Alignment/Frontage Roads 
PRO: Continuous frontage roads distribute traffic evenly and 

protect residential neighborhoods. 
CON: Heavy industrial displacement, high residential displace

ment. 

Belt Line Alignment 
PRO: Min:imum disruption of existing neighborhoods, least com

mercial displacement, lowest cost. 
CON: High residential displacement, little opportunity for joint 

Jeveluv1mml projects, no frontage roads. 

Belt Line-Cicero Aligrn11ent 
PRO: Minimum disruption of existing neighborhoods. 
CON: Highest residential displacement, little opportunity for joint 

development projects. 

Divided Alignment/Exterior Access 
PRO: Low residential displacement, i:ireat opportunity for short

range joint developm en t proj ec ls, high protection of neighborhoods 
inside corridor, continuous fronta ge roads. 
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CON: Less protection of neighborhoods outside corridor, egress 
from Midway Airport requires use of preferential street interchange 
system. 

Divided Alignment/Interior Access 
PRO: Low residential displacement, great opportunity for both long 

and short range joint development projects, continuous frontage roads, 
highest accessibility. 

CON: Highest commercial displacement. 

In this manner, the study advanced into the second, or intermedi
ate level of analysis. This level of analysis might be compared with the 
second power of magnification in a microscope. The field was narrowed 
to encompass only those alignments surviving the first screening, but 
these now were to be brought into sharper focus fot· more detailed 
analysis. New criteria were introduced in each area of investigation, 
and some of the criteria examined during the general level of analysis 
were given more detailed study. Finally, the three independent evalu
ations again were brought together. 

Still there was no decisive result. Three alignments received 
acceptable ratings, anti were selected from th e six studied. These three 
seemetl to offer the best possib iliLi es for accomplishing our objectives. 
They were the Bell Line alignment, the Bell Lin -Cicero alignment, and 
the Divided alignment with interior access. 

The Belt Line alignment would connect at Stevenson Expressway 
and come south immediately adjacent to the belt railway. The Belt 
Line-Cicero alignment comes south along the belt railway to 55th 
Street, then bends to the west and, at 60th Street begins to follow along 
Cicero Avenue. The Divided alignment with interior access is divided 
into lwo one-way rnadways. The roadway carrying traffic soulh starts 
.at Stevenson Expressway anti comes south righl along the Belt railway. 
The northbound roadway replaces Cicero Avenue and carries traffic 
going north. At the conclusion of detailed analysis, the evaluation chart 
showed Uiat an Lhree 0£ these alignments equally satisfied engineering 
requil'emen'ts. Jn the impact on existiJ1 g community and the potential 
land use categories, however, th is last alignment emerged as the clear 
preference. 

The Belt Line alignment was found to require displacement of 
some 160 families. In addition, it would allow for relatively minimum 
opportunity for neighborhood improvement. It would have the mini
mum cost of the three trial alignments, but only at the expense of mini
mum opportunities. The Belt Line-Cicero alignment could be inte
grated into the existing neighborhoods more successfully than the Belt 
Line alignment, but not as effectively as the divided alignment with 
interior access. Tn fact, il would displace some 208 fami lies. The 
divided alignment with interior access became the recommended align
ment. 
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Midway Stevenson Section: Plans and Innovations 

From a casual first examin;ltion, Lhe divid d alignment wlll ialerior 
access mighL seem lo be unorlh dox, but in reality the recommC!ndP.n 
solution operates as a simple syslel'n of one-way pairs wilh lhe Lwo 
elements separated by a quarter-mile of intervening space. A summary 
of its important ch aracteristics is as follows: 

1. A basic policy of the Chicag Comprehensive Plan is the pro
vision of high accessibility conidors in Lhe city. The l'ecommended 
alignment recognizes this policy to the maximum extent. 

2. The divided alignment provides for joint rl ev lopment of 48 
acres of open space and 43 acres of developable space. It facilitates 
joint development by other agencies, both pubUc and private. 

3. Through joint development of rP.m.nant parcels taken for the 
P.-xp ressway, neighborhood s will be improved by the addi liuu of badly 
needed small parks and r creation areas. These will be Located along 
the frontage roads, integrating the exprnssway with lhe neighborhoods. 

4. With the frontage roads and the expressway performing as 
buffers, neighborhoods both external and 1nternal Lo the corridor will 
be pl'otected to the maximum ex tent The system will reduce use of 
resiclen tial streets by trucking and other through traffic. 

". The recommended alignment results in the minimum displace
ment of families : 41 in single-family dwellings; 28 in multiple dwellings. 

6. The r commended nlignm en l otrers th e opporlunily for reloca
tion of fam ilies. Industrial and commetc ial establishments will have 
opportunities for relocation in areas near Midway Airport. 

7. Elimination of strip commercial and consolidation f com
mercial activities into efficient centers is the goal of Chicago's Com
prehensive Plan. The recommended alignment accomplish s Lhis with
out cl isplacing adjacent residen Li a I Hreas. 

8. The divided alignment offe1·s the high est quality of transporta
tion serv ice for both Lransi en Land local users. The frontage roads serv 
to assist in handling peak traffic: loads. The split alignment will reduc 
gapers' block by at least 50 percent and eliminate the possibility of 
head-on collisions. 

9. The recommended alignment provides a right-of-way for mass 
transit. Mass transit provision is located at the west side so that a bus 
slop or station can be located right at Midway Airpurl. Mass transit 
would be located next to the walled sections of the highway so that 
its noise will be shielded froi;n Lhe neighborhoods close by. 

10. The divided alignment with interi r access provides the best 
assul'ance that the large public investment in the crosstown expressway 
will benefit not only the users but aJso the neighborhoods in ils corridor 
and the entire Chicago region. It reflects t he sea rch fo e new and i1nagi
native solutions to highway planning des.ired by the public and all 
a,gencies of government. 
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The split alignment, with its reduced cross sections, results in mini
mum disruptive effect and maximum positive benefits to the neighbor
hoods. Air rights development becomes more feasible, both economi
cally and practically. Pedestrian bridges are easily provided as safe 
means for children to walk to school and others to communicate be
tween neighborhoods. 

Consulting the Community 

This, then is the contribution of the Chicago planning approach. If it 
is a unique contribution, it is because it introduces a systematic and 
objective method of analyzing and evaluating the many diverse factors 
of social, economic, psychological, fiscal and political considerations 
- each area of study conducted .independent ly of Lbe oLhers and each 
according to its own professional disciplines . It is a methodology 
that documents the thoroughness and objectivity of every step in 
reaching its conclusions. 

We who share the direct responsibility for the decision-making 
processes are bound in good conscience to strive for a proper balance 
in achieving transportation goals that are in harmony with other com
munity objectives. We are concerned about losses to small businesses, 
disruption of neighborhoods, and the relocation of displaced families. 
For these reasons, we have recommended the divided alignment with 
interior access. For these reasons, we have encouraged our recommen
dation to be seen by and explained to the people who live and work in 
the vicinity of the premier section of the Crosstown Expressway. For 
these reasons, we set out to achieve total community acceptance. 

A community relations consultant was employed to assist us in 
planning and carrying out a series of presentations. A model of the 
Stevenson Expressway to Midway Airport area, which included the 
proposed Crosstown Expressway, was created. Graphic displays, 
slides, a basic give-away brochure and press kits were prepared. 

On June 24, 1968, a series of public presentations was made in 
Mayor Daley's office to civic, business, and professional organizations. 
This presentation was thoroughly chronicled by the city-wide com
munications media. 

A week later, an evening meeting to present the proposal locally 
was held at an elementary school in the Midway-Stevenson area. An 
overflow crowd of more than 700 people attended. So many others 
wanted to attend that a second meeting was immediately scheduled 
and held the next evening at which another large crowd turned out. 
Both of these community meetings continued until all questions had 
been exhausted. 

Following these meetings, from July 3 through July 10, 1968, the 
model and other display material were put on exhibit at Midway Air
port. Arrangements were made for free parking for all visitors to the 
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exhibit, and staff members were there constantly between noon and 
9:00 P.M. to answer questions. LHtP.r, thP. P.xhihit was placed on display 
at a local shopping center and it has been viewed by more than 300,000 
persons. 

On July 9, another evening meeting was held in Lhe Midway Air
port-Stevenson Expt·essway area for property owners and tenants who 
would be affected by lhe alignment. This meeting was also heavily 
attended, with some 400 persons present. The purpose was to explain 
relocation provisions and policies and to assure tenants and property 
owners that no precipitous action would be taken, and that fair and 
equitable procedures would be followed. The city's efforts to achieve 
meaningful relocation benefits in the ultimately adopted Federal Aid 
Highway Act of l.968 were described. 

Persons attending all meetings w re em:uuraged to submit written 
questions and wel'e promised -personal letters in reply. More than 260 
such letters have been received and answe1·ed for persons living and 
working in the vicinity of the expressway. 

Finally, three weeks after the first announcement, a public hearing 
was held by the Illinois Division of Highways and the Chicago Planning 
Commission at which the Midway-Stevenson proposal was again ex
plained and all persons attending were given an opportunity lo be 
heard. Approximately 100 persons from the Midway-Stevenson area 
attended. 

By the time of the public hearings it was clear that the overwhelm
ing weight of public opinion was in favor of the innovative Midway
Stevenson Des~gn. This was evident in the uniformly favorable com

~ments of prof!.ssional groups, civic organizations, and community and 
metropolitan news media. Equally telling, in my judgment, was th 
character of the questions and criticisms voi ed by local res id en ts. 
Their responses djd not challenge the basic design, which th ey en
dorsed. Their comments were directed at particular parts of the overall 
plan- a particular access or intersection - or they were concerned 
with specific questions of dislocation and relocation. 

The success of our organized effort was mirrored by the press 
coverage following the four hour official public hearing. Of the four 
major metropolitan newspapers, one allottP.cl four r.nh1mn-inches, one 
allotted one column-inch and the other two papers did not report the 
meeting at all. No controversy, no coverage! 

We in Chicago are confident that we have both the po1itical leader
ship and the professional talent among our cooperating public agencies 
and local professional consultants, lo dev elop and achieve a new urban 
expressway with related community developments that will materially 
improve the quality of living for the sul'l'ounding urban environment. 
And, at the same time as we achieve our own urban goals, we expect to 
set design standards and develop design methods that will be of benefit 
to other urban communities. 
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Panel Discussion 
MR. BURMEISTER: Highway designers, for some time, particularly 
with respect to freeways, have been urged to get some uniformity in 
the design of interchanges, off-ramps, highway movements in general; 
yet I understand that on this particular piece of highway, you are now 
proposing to completely reverse the traffic movement in order to get 
interior exit. 

Was the cost of the alternate routes considered? I noticed Mr. 
Klein pays particular attention to that matter in the Baltimore situation. 

MR. PIKARSKY: We are going through evolutionary changes and it was 
our position that we wanted to bring to bear all of the social influences 
so we did not constrict either design, engineering, or architecture to 
existing standards. 

While AASHO has come up with standards over the years that 
created the finest highway system in the world, we are not willing to 
accept current standards as the ultimate. We have said that wherever 
an individual designer comes up with a departure he must justify that 
departure. We then have a review board which includes the highway 
agencies. 

Money is one of the key issues here. This approach costs more 
money th an the conventional highway if you consider only the highway 
itself. We have to change th e atti tud e of all of us tha t are in the highway 
field to be social advocates . Where we design a highway only on the 
basis of the cost/benefit ratio and the funds are coming from only high
way user sources, we may create a situation in the environment around 
that highway that will cost much more to correct. We felt that the con
clusion we reached was the best public solution with a minimal increase 
in highway costs. It is about an 8 percent increase in cost, of a total of 
$145 million for this one section; 8 percent is somewhere in the neigh
borhood of $12 million. 

MAYOR BRILEY: Mr. Pikarsky has some comments on who represents 
the neighborhoods that I wish he would share with us. 

MR. PIKARSKY: As someone who is in th e political family, I find it 
rather interesting when someone says we should have community par
ticipation. The question is, who represents the community? The mili
tant who tries to organize a block club? The person who quietly tries to 
persuade the community that school systems are fine and that we should 
continue? 

Basically the decision-makers are the elected representatives, and 
I think if you leave this room thinking anything else you are making a 
very great error. What we have done that has proved successful in 
some of our projects in Chicago is that we have gone to whoever claims 
to be a community group and we have said in essence: If you oppose 
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th pi·oject you are not helping. If you lrnve any meani11gful suggestions 
we will respond to th se. Give us yoUl' suggestions, your contributions. 
We will then take all o( lhose thal \.\e receive and Lhe polilical enlity 
thnt represents a combined effort of Lhe various prof ssionals in munici
pal government, in urban renewal and planning, and so forth, will come 
up with a series of recommendations. The mayor and the city council 
are the decision-makers and they will respond to their individual public 
who elects them. To assume anything else again is sheer folly. Who 
are the community leaders today? Who will they b tomorrow? A 
project may take a year or two years. You may find that you have 
received community support from local groups, block clubs, and others 
only to find when the project is under construction that there are 
different presidents, different leaders, different advocacies. The only 
people you can depend on to represent the community are their elected 
representatives. 
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